Face expression recognition is an active area of research with several fields of applications, ranging from emotion recognition for advanced human computer interaction to avatar animation for the movie industry. This paper presents a review of the state-of-the-art emotion recognition based on the visual analysis of facial expressions. We cover the main technical approaches and discuss the issues related to the gathering of data for the validation of the proposed systems.
Introduction
In our daily communication, the verbal communication channel delivers only a fraction of the entire information transmitted. Components like voice intonation, body language and facial expressions provide much additional information 1, 11 . In the last past years, a big research effort has been addressed to enhance the Human Computer Interface (HCI) in several ways. New input and output devices and new modeling and computational approaches try to overcome the actual limitations in the HCI bottleneck. The underlying reasoning is that we humans cannot take full advantage of all our communicating abilities when dealing with computers because this communication process takes place in an artificial setting. It is conditioned by the computer and has nothing to do with the natural human communication processes we are used and adapted to. It is desirable to reduce the semantic gap between computer language and human language. To that end, it is broadly recognized that interaction must be multimodal 2 , because humans may use several information channels during their communication process. Affective Computing 3 heads towards a more natural and human-like HCI. Rosalind Picard coined the expression and she postulated the need to integrate the emotional component into HCI. Emotion recognition from facial expression offers several advantages like non-intrusivity, generality and the use of already conventional hardware (CCD cameras).
The research on facial expression recognition did not begin until the 1990s 4 . Until then, the available CCD cameras were very expensive, and of low resolution for real-time processing. Also, the computers available at that time were not able to cope with the computational demands of the proposed algorithms. The research on automatic facial expression analysis has application into areas such as Ambient Intelligence, advanced manufacturing environments, able to offer services and tools proactively, human-robot interaction and HCI, reaching the level of emotional interaction in the Affective Computing paradigm (e.g. using virtual and emotional characters). The Emotional Mirror is one of the first applications defined in the Affective Computing paradigm. It would assist people training their facial expressions (e.g. actors). Other applications of emotion recognition through face expression recognition are the treatment of patients with psycho-affective illnesses (e.g. autism), and non-invasive measurement of the emotional response of subjects, under some specific stimuli, in psychological studies. A big industry potential lies in the marketing studies based on the non-invasive measurement of test subjects emotional response to new products, services, advertisements or web pages. Complete, reliable and precise emotion recognition requires placing the facial expressions into a context and situation. Employing additional multimodal information like user activity and voice intonation, the automatic interpretation of the emotion experienced by a person would be more reliable 2, 5 . However, we will restrict ourselves to face expression recognition in this paper.
The use of specific sensing hardware may ease some of the tasks involved in face expression recognition. For example, using infrared lighting and an infrared camera, human eye pupils are easily located. 6 Thermographic cameras have also been used 7 for robust face localization, as well as stereo vision which offers distance information 8 . Recently, developed 3D cameras and 3D sensors produce robust 3D information that can be used for face modeling and recognition. However, they are either expensive or more intrusive than conventional CCD cameras. Therefore, most of the research found in the literature is based on conventional CCD color digital video cameras.
A wide variety of computational techniques have been applied to facial expression recognition. They include Artificial Vision algorithms like Canny edge detection, optical flow, histogram equalization or the Kalman Filter, and machine learning algorithms like neural networks, support vector machines or Hidden Markov Models. Automatic facial expression recognition is often used as a benchmark to test new machine learning or artificial vision algorithms. Therefore, there are many papers presenting tentative systems, or following unfeasible approaches in practice, since the main purpose of those papers is to show the advantages of their techniques.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Sec. 1, facial expressions are introduced and described. In Sec. 2, some background ideas for automatic facial expression recognition are reviewed. In Sec. 3, several representative systems are described in detail. We concluded in Sec. 4.
Facial expressions
We begin reviewing how facial expressions are produced, how they can be analyzed objectively and which arethe the main problems when working with emotions are. Facial expressions are produced due to face muscle movements that end up in temporary wrinkles in the face skin and the temporary deformation or displacement of facial features like eyebrows, eyelids, nose and mouth. In most cases, facial expression persistence is short in time; usually no more than a few seconds. 9 We can divide the facial expression generation process into three steps. First, a transition between the previous facial expression and the actual one is produced. During this phase the strength of the expression increases steadily. Second, the facial expression is sustained for some seconds, and finally there is a transition to the next facial expression, which implies a decrease in the strength of the facial expression. Facial expression strength refers to the easiness of recognizing it. A strong facial expression is one that is easily recognized by anybody.
There is a great variability of facial expressions, so a specific taxonomy is needed to describe and analyze them. It must be taken into account that each facial expression associated to each emotion has its own strength range. For example, the changes produced in a subject's face when showing a sad facial expression are more subtle than those related to happiness or surprise. Recognition systems need to bound and describe the face region where the facial expression takes place, its strength and the movement itself. Above all, some facial expressions are culture or ethnic specific, so their meaning varies depending on the subject population 10 . Furthermore, expressiveness (facial expression strength range) is also subject dependent. Finally, there are also differences between a spontaneous facial expression and a simulated one, both in appearance and strength. That introduces a methodological and ethical problem in the design and construction of emotion recognition systems. The actions needed to be done in order to obtain some spontaneous facial expressions for some emotions can violate ethical constraints. For this reason, researchers must work with video recordings of professional actor, even if actors cannot always perform all the nuances of a spontaneous facial expression.
Paul Ekman laid the ground for the systematic psychological works on emotions [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . According to him there are only 6 emotions which have the same facial expressions for all human beings, regardless of culture, ethnic group or geographic location 16 . Those elemental universal emotions are happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, disgust and fear. Most of the researches on emotion recognition based on the analysis of facial expressions are focused d on recognizing the elemental universal emotions. There are two general approaches to define the mapping between facial expressions and emotions 17. One approach tries to map facial expressions as a whole into specific emotions. Some authors call this approach message judegment. We think that holistic approach is more appropriate. The research in this direction looks for transformations of the face image that provide optimal features for the ensuing classification. The advantage of this approach is that it is computationally cheap, able for real-time implementations. However, the systems built following this approach are difficult to expand, adding new emotions, because classifiers and even transformations must be retrained. Systems are not very robust to deviations from the training sample, because asymmetric changes in the face or subtle changes in specific sections of the face cannot be isolated and dealt with. The other approach decomposes and encodes each facial expression into elemental face configurations. Emotion recognition is performed on these codifications. Some authors call this approach sign vehicle this approach, we prefer to call it coding approach. To develop this approach, it is necessary to develop a coding system able to describe every visually perceptible and anatomically feasible change in the face that a human being can produce. Among the different coding systems defined in the literature 18 , the most widely used are the Facial Action Coding System (FACS), defined by P.aul Ekman and W.allace V. Friesen for measurement used in psychological experiments, and the Facial Action Parameters (FAPS), which is part of the MPEG-4 standard. Both coding systems will be described later. These coding systems are akin to a face description language. Using a language to describe facial changes is easier for experts in emotions to point out which facial changes compose each specific facial expression, and helps more accurate descriptions. Moreover, building the recognition system tailored to building blocks of face expression, instead of whole facial expressions, makes it easier to introduce new expressions and emotion classes, which could be formed by some facial changes already recognizable by the system.
Reliability of ground truth coding
It is essential to have reliable data for both classifier creation and testing purposes. In this particular case, a video or picture database is required. But those media must be correctly labelled with the right emotion for each data item, or they are useless. This labelling is done manually. Usually more than one person is involved because of the large amount of data gathered. Since facial expression interpretation is subjective, obtaining an objective and systematic labelling is difficult. To reduce the subjectivity to its minimum, it is of prime importance to define a set of rules to guide the recognition of each facial expression. Those rules are defined by psychologists or by emotion experts (e.g. FACS, explained later).
In artificial intelligence applications, we need objective data to design the system and to evaluate its performance (validation). Examples of available facial expression databases (some of them free for research purposes) are the following: 
Automatic Facial Expression Analysis
Most of the existing literature about face expression recognition systems decomposes the image processing of facial expressions and the ensuing emotional state 27 estimation into the following steps:  Face localization on the image.  Facial feature vector extraction and representation.  Facial expression recognition.  Facial expression interpretation or emotion recognition.
These steps are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Not all the systems follow them up to a point, 19 , 20 but they are the building blocks for the recognition system. 
System performance goals
The design and construction of face expression recognition system have the following performance goals 1 :
(i) Automatic facial image acquisition. The system must be able to autonomously start the recognition process, deciding if a face is to be present in the video stream. (ii) Subjects of any age, ethnicity and appearance. Facial expression recognition must be equally performing in diverse populations. Age may introduce visual noise in the form of wrinkles, or face shape deformations. Diverse ethnic groups have diverse face skin color and reflectivity, so that face shadows mayor may not appear and other face characteristics may or may not be highlighted. (iii) Robust to variation in lightning. Light changes induce very strong changes in the face appearance. This is a classical problem in all the systems using Computer Vision techniques. (iv) Robust to partially occluded faces. Occlusion of face regions may impede the recognition of emotions in diverse ways. Occluding the mouth, for instance, increases the difficulty to discriminate happiness from other emotions. Therefore, occlusion robustness implies modeling the relationship between face regions and emotion expression. (v) No special markers/make-up required. Motion detection is a difficult problem in general.
A way to solve it is the superposition of special markers on the face that can be easily 
Face localization
The face localization task involves detecting every face in the scene, obtaining its position and delimiting its area in some ways. The proposed methods should be independent of the position, size, rotation angle, partial occlusions, and illumination of the face. In some cases, the result of the process is the bounding rectangle of the face, 22 while in others, a silhouette or a blob representing the face is obtained. 6, 23 There are also 3D approaches which obtain not only the tri-dimensional position of the face, but also its 3D orientation in the scene. 24, 25 Some face localization algorithms take into account colour information. 26, 27 Others are focused on locating eyes and other face specific characteristics. 22, 28 There are also methods that use motion information. A very popular system uses Haar wavelets and Adaboost, which offer good performance at a reasonable computational cost.
Anyway, face detection is itself a research area, with partial solutions, although due to the difficulty of the task, the problem has not been solved yet at a feasible computational cost. There are still difficulties due to different lighting conditions, occlusions, picture size and robustness. For a complete review on face detection, refer Refs. 29 and 30. The web sites [31] [32] [33] offer recent information about face localization and tracking.
Facial feature vector extraction and representation
Facial feature extraction is usually the most difficult step in the facial expression recognition process, and the most computationally demanding in some approaches. It consists of obtaining the most significant information of a face that will allow recognizing the facial expression shown. The procedures found in the literature can roughly be categorized into feature-based, image-based and model-based methods. In the feature-based methods, the shapes and locations of some facial features (e.g. eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth) are extracted to form the expression feature vectors. Usually the feature vector is a set of 2D or 3D points describing each detected facial feature. In the image-based methods, holistic or local spatial analyses are applied to recognize the facial expression. In the model-based methods, a statistical model is constructed from training images and used to recognize the facial expressions. From a practical point of view, we can distinguish still image-based methods from video sequence-based methods. The former are usually performed [45] off-line, while the latter aim to produce real-life real-time applications. This is the taxonomy that we will follow in the next sections.
Still image based methods
Still image systems work on single images. If applied to a video sequence, each frame is treated independently. In general, they are less computationally demanding than video sequence systems, which process several images to obtain motion information. Examples of still image systems using a feature-based approach are found in Refs. 34, 35, 38 and 56. There, in most cases, the eyebrows and the mouth are tracked. We have detected two different approaches in the literature. One approach tries to recognize a facial expression taking into account the absolute position of the facial features. This approach is neither very robust nor precise because different people have different face proportions. The other approach tries to obtain the position of facial features relative to a reference expressionless face image. They take a neutral expression picture of a person and obtain the position of the facial features. Each new picture is compared with the reference one by checking the difference in the position of the facial features in both pictures.
In most cases, facial appearance changes due to facial expressions (furrows) produce strong gradients in the spatial domain. Therefore, edge detection algorithms have been broadly used in the literature, and image-based methods to try to recognize them. 9 Colour information can also be useful to recognize certain facial features, as well as shape information. However, edge detection algorithms show poor performance when trying to segment some facial features. The mouth, and more precisely the lower lip, and the chin do not contain easily detectable edges. These are the most common techniques used by the still image systems applying an image-based method:  Colour information analysis: Suitable to recognize most of the facial features but usual1y highly illumination sensitive. Nonetheless, it is one of the best choices for the segmentation of the mouth. Usually employed in conjunction with machine learning algorithms. 42 ,45,47 .  Edges: Edge information is also suitable for most facial features. It is difficult to distinguish between facial feature edges and furrows. Usually employed with machine learning algorithms. 56 Snakes offer good results. 41, 58 Snakes are deformable curves, which are fitted to specific features, like borders with strong gradient (e.g. eyelids). Snake fitting is performed minimizing an energy function that models the attraction of the snake to the strong gradient regions of the image.  2D and 3D face models: Facilitate facial feature detection adding constraints and help to avoid non-feasible facial feature localizations. On the other side, they are difficult to develop and, in most of cases, they are too rigid. The Candide 3D face mode1 59 and the Active Appearance Models (AAM) 8, 60, 61 are examples of these models.
Video sequence based methods
Video-based methods use motion information to recognize facial expressions. 53 It is necessary to distinguish between facial feature motion and head motion, which can be considered as a noise source. Therefore, a filtering process is required to isolate facial feature motion from the whole face motion. Many computer vision techniques have been used to recognize the motion produced by facial expressions. In image subtraction, the simplest way of motion detection offers really poor results. Consequently, most works in the literature apply more sophisticated methods of motion detection and modeling like computing the optical flow 51 ,53 or tracking algorithms like the Kalman Filter, particle filtering 57 and others. 62 The computation of the optical flow provides the motion intensity and the motion direction for each image point. This can be useful, for example, to isolate head motion from facial feature motion, or to filter unfeasible motions, taking into account only anatomically possible motions. Unfortunately, optical flow requires a lot of computing power. Therefore, it is only used locally, around the facial features which are more significant for facial expression analysis.
The approach based on motion templates proposed 63 does not provide promising results. The application of analytical motion models offerapplication of analytical motion models offers better results. 53, 64 These This kinds of models try tries to recognize a temporal sequence of facial expression deformations, from a neutral facial expression to the peak intensity of the new facial expression and back to the neutral state. These kind of methods deals with the motion generated around facial features during a facial expression.
Tracking algorithms focus on a set of facial feature points, which concentrate on information relating to the most important facial features for facial expression recognition. Kalman filter, 55, 65 and the Condensation algorithm have been used 66 . Video-based algorithms usually have high computational requirements; thus, simplifications are imposed in many cases. Local approaches try to reduce to the minimum the regions of interest by means of still image-based methods. Holistic methods try to use the smallest image size and minimum number of colour channels that maintain the recognition performance sought. Markers have been applied to face expression analysis and characterization based on motion detection, but they are very uncomfortable and invasive, suited only for laboratory conditions.
The main critics to the mentioned computational methods are the following:
 Optical flow: This technique is computationally intensive, but it offers the greatest quantity of information: the direction and intensity of motion at each face pixel in the image. It requires filtering between rigid facial movements and facial feature motion. It can be computed either locally or holistically. For computational power limitations, it is usually done locally.  Kalman filter: Use as point-tracking algorithm reported good results, but it has problems to deal with rapid motion, and requires that the tracked points are easily distinguishable from the surrounding points. It requires a correction procedure to be performed periodically to recover from the accumulated tracking error.

Motion templates: Requires less computer power than optical flow and consider specific motions, like opening of the mouth as a whole, in contrast to optical flow. Unfortunately, those templates are usually person specific and quite rigid.
Local versus holistic approaches
Holistic and local are two basic approaches to facial expression analysis. Holistic approaches process the face as a whole, while the local approaches focus on each element of the facial feature set independently. The former facilitates the recognition of the dominant facial expression while the local ones are able to recognize subtle changes in small areas of the face. Some authors 67 conclude that there is no significant improvement of the holistic approach over the local approach. In both cases, two kinds of facial features can be distinguished:
 Stationary facial features: Those facial features which are always visible in the face, but can show deformations due to facial expressions. Among them, eyelids, eyebrows, eyes and mouth are closely related to facial expressions. Skin furrows and the facial skin texture are also considered stationary facial features.  Transient facial features: The wrinkles and lumps that appear in the face when showing a facial expression but disappear as soon as the face returns to its neutral facial expression. Most of them are shown in the forehead and around the eyes and mouth.
Image versus model-based approaches
Image-based methods do not need much a priori knowledge about the object of interest. Even when these kinds of methods are usually fast and simple, they are neither very reliable nor robust, especially when dealing with more than one different views of the same object because of the matching difficulties between the different views of the same object. They are unable to cope with motion and rotations taking place out of the image plane.
It seems that a more appropriate approach would consist on in the use of 2D and 3D face models 6o,68-71 to cope with general rotations and motions. There are two important factors to consider defining a 3D model: The the complexity of the model, given by the vertex number and the flexibility of each vertex. More vertex points create better models but having taken into account that 3D models are usually hand crafted and that more vertices imply more computational cost, choosing the best vertex number requires a compromise between precision and efficiency. An excessive flexibility for each vertex increases the computational cost and lets bigger deformations and too low flexibility doesn't not permit to achieve an ideal adaptation of the model to the face. Dealing with facial movements at a level higher than the vertex level, i.e. defining muscles in the model makes the facial expression recognition task easier since it allows to define restrictions on anatomically possible facial motions.
The Active Appearance Models (AAM) 72 and Active Shape Models (ASM) 73 have been used by many researchers. These are well-known 2D and 3D parametric models, respectively, and can represent both the shape and the appearance of non-rigid objects such as a face. There are extensions to the AAM is like the stereo Active Appearance Model (STAAM), 8 which uses a geometric relationship between two tightly coupled views to speed up the model fitting process.
Classification approaches to facial expression recognition
The facial expression recognition process is a classification process. Usually classifiers are built to accept as input a feature vector computed from the raw input data (the images or the video sequence). Modern approaches are statistical pattern recognition-based systems endowed with some training (learning) algorithm that allows to constructconstructing the classifier by induction from the available data. Main categories of classifiers are dynamic and static ones. The first works on spatiotemporal features while the second works on static features. Obviously, they are related to static and dynamic feature extraction methods.
Spatiotemporal classification features
The main approach to spatiotemporal classifiers is the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM), since they permit to model the facial expression dynamics along time. There are many examples of HMM applied to facial expression recognition in the literature. 44, 52, 74, 75 Most times, they have been used with motion analysis methods for feature extraction.
Recurrent Neural Networks have also been used as an alternative to HMM, for facial expression classification. 76, 77 Another way to consider the temporal evolution of facial expressions consists of using motion-energy templates. In this approach, the Euclidean distance can be used to determine the prominent facial expression. 78 
Static spatial classification features
The use of Neural Networks is broadly documented in the literature, using the original pictures as input 19, 72, 79 or using dimensionally reduced data obtained by techniques like Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 8o Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Gabor filters. 39, 81, 82 Although Neural Networks have been used both in holistic and local approaches, most of the authors point out that using local approaches gives better results.
Neural Networks have well-known drawbacks. They are difficult to tune as the number of parameters grows. They require a long training period too, especially when using a coding approach, like FACS or FAPS, because it implies developing a Neural Network able to recognize all the Action Unit combinations defined in FACS, or all the Action Parameters combinations defined in FAPS. That implies a combinatorial explosion of the number of parameters as the number of classes grows while the straight classification of the image into emotions (holistic approach) needs only to perform the classification into the 6 universal emotion categories.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are being used widely, and they achieve good results. 51, 59 According to Ref. 83 , the combination of AdaBoost with SVM improves the results obtained with other classifiers. And more recently, a variation of the SVM called Relevance Vector Machines (RVM) has shown promising results, since it produces similar results to SVM but with less computational and memory requirements. 
Facial expression coding
In the beginnings of facial expression recognition researches, each research group developed the rules and conditions to recognize each of the facial expressions separately. That added another task to the research process, and the works from different research groups were made incomparable. Since the creation of facial expression coding systems, by psychology and standardisation associations, and thanks to its acceptation acceptance by most of the research community, there are some de facto standards to decompose, analyse and recognizse facial expressions. The most frequently used coding systems are FACS (Facial Action Coding System) and FAPS (Facial Animation Parameters).
Facial Action Coding System (FACS) 85, 86 is a facial expression coding system based on anatomical information about the facial muscles. FACS originally defined by P. Ekman and W. Friesen as a tool to study and measure objectively in psychological experiments. FACS decomposes a facial expression into a set of Action Units (AU), each of them representing a unique and specific movement of a muscle or a muscle group together. FACS defines more than 40 of these Action Units. There is a FACS coder certificate which proves that a person is able to manually code facial expressions objectively according to FACS. Those official FACS coders are employed to perform manual and offline FACS coding of experiment sessions video recordings. The procedure is obviously time consuming.
The Facial Animation Parameters (FAPS) 87,88 is a coding system focused inon describing the different kinds of movements that each facial feature can have. It is part of the MPEG-4 standard and its main purpose is to describe facial animations for animated characters. FAPS splits a facial expression into a set of facial feature movements, or Facial Animation Parameter (FAP). FAPS defines more than 60 different actions. A relevant difference with FACS is that FAPS defines the normalized movement of the facial features in a defined direction. All FAPs involving translational movement are expressed in terms of FAP Units (FAPUs)
Representative Facial Expression Recognition Systems
In this section, we review some facial expression and emotion recognition systems that we consider representative of categories discussed previously in this document. At present, we do not know about any system able to achieve the ideal and desirable characteristic mentioned in the beginning of this article for a facial expression recognition system.
Still image based systems
The system that we select as representative of the still image-based systems is in Ref. 91 . It reports a 78% of recognition rate. An original feature of the paper, in contrast to most of the literature, is that it does not use the Ekman's 6 elemental emotions. Instead, it defines an emotion's wheel, an activation-emotion classification space. The activation parameter is added to the 6 basic emotion set. Face localization is performed using non-parametric discriminant analysis with a Support Vector Machine (SVM), obtaining the bounding rectangle of the face. Then, the rectangle is segmented using static anthropometric rules into three overlapping rectangle regions of interest which include both facial features and facial background; these three feature-candidate areas include the left eye/eyebrow, the right eye/eyebrow and the mouth. Next, the feature extraction procedure is initiated on each region. First of all, eyes are localized using a feed-forward back propagation neural network with a sigmoid activation function. The localization of the detected eyes is used to restore the roll rotation of the face to an upright position, so the extraction of the remaining features can be performed. In many systems like the one being described, feature extraction is robust to roll rotation, at least when it is less than 30°. Pitch rotation is not considered, although it occurs often as well, and its negative effects for feature extraction are worse. Posterior eye position detection refinements include a modified Canny algorithm and a region-growing technique. Eyebrows are detected using morphological edge detection. Nose detection is based on nostril localization. Nostrils are easy to detect because they correspond to very low local minima of image intensity. Mouth detection is performed using three different procedures: a neural network, similar to the one used for eye detection, horizontal morphological gradient and thresholding. This paper uses a Coding approach, and employs the MPEG-4 FAPS coding system. After obtaining the representative points for each facial feature, facial muscle movements are obtained and translated to FAPs. A neurofuzzy network is trained and employed for the classification among the quadrant of emotion's wheel.
Video based systems
We have taken the article in Ref. 52 as an example of a video-based system. Its goal is to recognize Ekman's 6 basic emotions. They report 90.9% of average recognition rate on the Cohn-Kanade facial expressions database. Face localization is performed by means of a neural network based approach, combined with a tracking algorithm. Then, the face region image is pre-processed to normalize its size and reduce environmental dependence. After that, optical flow is computed between consecutive frames of the sequence. The dimensionality of the optical flow is reduced so that only the most important information is kept using PCA. Next, the PCA reduced motion patterns are fed to a bank of linear classifiers to assign class labels from the set of universal expressions to each image of the sequence. The output of the linear classifiers over sequence of images is coalesced together to form a temporal signature. Then, the temporal signature generated is used to learn the underlying model of six universal facial expressions. Discrete HMMs are used in learning the models for facial expressions. Finally, recognized facial expression is mapped to compute levels of interest based on 3D affect spaces. The authors follow a holistic approach. Therefore, it has difficulties in distinguishing the little nuances of certain facial features and also with asymmetric facial changes and unilateral changes. In spite of that, the refinements introduced in the procedure produce a robust and precise system. Adding more emotions would require redoing all the training procedure.
Multimodal frameworks
The representative of multimodal recognition systems 92 reports an average combined recognition rate of 90%. It uses voice and facial appearance as input information. In this paper, the objective is not only to recognize Ekman's 6 universal emotions but also to recognize some cognitive/motivational states. Those are interest, boredom, confusion and frustration. The neutral state has been considered too counting eleven different affective states. This is an interesting improvement since it increases the possible applications of the developed system.
The audio features are three kinds of prosody features: The logarithm of energy, the syllable rate, and two pitch candidates together with their corresponding scores. Pitch extraction is performed using an autocorrelation-based pitch detector to extract two candidates of pitch frequency.
The face tracker uses a model-based approach. A 3D wireframe model formed by 16 Bezier volumes is constructed. It is adapted to the face manually by means of interactive selection of some landmark facial features such as the eye and mouth corners. After the manual fitting has been performed, the model is able to track the head motion and the local deformations of facial features like the eyebrows, eyelids and mouth. We think that the need of a completely manual calibration to start the face tracking is an important disadvantage. Moreover, the system doesn't does not really perform any face detection procedure. The tracking procedure employs 2D motion information obtained from the image to estimate the 3D motion of the facial features by solving an over determined system of equations, obtained from the projective motion models in the least squared sense. The recovered motions are represented in terms of magnitudes of some predefined motions of various facial features. Each feature motion corresponds to a simple deformation on the face, defined in terms of the Bezier volume control parameters. The obtained values represent the activation of a facial region, a direction and the intensity of the motion. Motion information is usually filtered to remove noise, so in the presence of a slow or fast enough facial expression change, the tracking algorithm would fail and the system would not be able to recover.
The features extracted from audio and visual inputs are used to feed the next classifying stage. The most innovative characteristic of this system is the way the information of both sources is combined. A Bayesian Network is used to merge the information from both sources previous to any classification. Other works make the fusion after each channel's information had been classified into an emotion category. The top node of the decision graph is the class variable (recognized emotional expression). It is affected by the recognized facial expressions, the recognized vocal expressions, and by the context in which the system operates (if that is available). Vocal emotions are recognized from audio features extracted from the person's audio track. Facial expressions are recognized by facial features tracked using video but the recognition is also affected by a variable that indicates whether the person is speaking or not. Recognizing whether a person is speaking uses both visual cues (mouth motion) and audio features. The parameters of the proposed network are learned from data. This approach is quite robust to noise and incomplete information.
Conclusion
From our experience and recent researches' trend, we consider that the most suitable approach to deal with emotion recognition based on facial expression analysis should have the following characteristics.
 It should use a video-based approach because facial expressions always involve motion and their subtle changes cannot be recognized otherwise. This choice reduces the application areas but the performance improvement obtained is worth it.  It should use a 3D model of the face and a feature-based approach, where each facial feature is determined by a set of vertices in the 3D face model. The eyebrows, the eyes, the nose, the mouth and the chin should at least be tracked. The head silhouette or at least the face bounding itself should be modelled and the orientation and position of the face should be tracked. This information can be used to improve the facial feature tracking procedure and to be used as an additional information source to recognize emotions.  Regardless of the facial feature tracking procedure followed, feature-based tracking cannot recognize every subtle facial expression change. Therefore, optical flow or any other motion recognition procedure should be used locally in the surroundings of each facial feature in order to recognize them.  Taking into account that facial expressions produce motion and they are finite and usually short in time, spatiotemporal classifiers are better fitted to them like the Hidden Markov Models.  Finally, a coding approach based approach has many advantages, such as being easier to expand, adding more emotions or mental states, or easier to improve, since they can be done locally for each recognizable facial action (AU or FAP, depending on if we use FACS or FAPS).
Nowadays, systems meet some performance goals. Facial image acquisition is completely automatic. When dealing with every kind of people, most systems have recognition difficulties with particular ethnic groups (colour based techniques), babies (less texture), elder people (furrows). However, there are some systems able to cope with almost every kind of subject. Illumination is still a problem, but most of the systems are able to perform well if there is enough constant ambient light no matter its origin (fluorescent, daylight, incandescent, ...), etc.), Occlusions have been successfully addressed by many researches, achieving good recognition results even under the presence of occlusions unless they occlude most critical regions like the whole mouth or both eyes. Special markers or make-up are hardly employed now, except in very specific researches. Rigid head motion is taken into account most of the times especially in systems based on video. Actual face localization algorithms offer good results, although the precision and reliability of the recognized face can be improved. Facial expression data extraction must be automatic and it is one of the requirements for every developed system. Since the information extracted from the face usually has some kind of errors, it is compulsory to deal with inaccurate facial expression data. Facial expression classification is completely automatic in all the reviewed systems, but they are only able to perform the claBsifica,tion int.o it ff~rlllr.erl set. of classes in most of the systems. Therefore, they are not able to recognize every anatomically feasible facial expression.
In order to deal with occlusion problems, systems are usually able to recognize unilateral facial changes. And finally, most of the researches following model based approaches are able to recognize and filter only anatomically possible facial expressions.
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